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Ultimately, we are responsible for whomever attacks us. Their minds may pervert Nature's tendency which inclines all of us to help one another. Yet, it is our duty -- if they come to us pleading for help (in a perverted fashion of attacking us) -- to nurture and nourish them. For it is the highest law of Mother Nature that "All things must grow" (and there is no object in Creation which is not also a subject). Karma is the second highest law of Nature. So, errors of omission are just as karmically deadly as are errors of commission -- if not more so due to whatever ignorance blinds us to our duty to help one another -- even if in the face of antagonism.
The solution?.....
If we make rain by churning the aether with a psionic circuit -- a good example being Trevor Constable's rainmaking methodology cited at: http://trevorconstable.com/ -- then we may share this vortexial breakup of stagnant orgone (DOR) by first churning up the aether in a mild manner wherever we are located, and then sending a portion of it through the Earth (via a variation of Tesla's style of wireless transmission of power and communications) to whomever gives the outward appearance of being our detractor.
The circuit is a marriage of: Wilhelm Reich, Trevor Constable and Peter Lindemann, along with whomever invented the circuit noted in "The Secret Life of Plants" and revived more recently (as noted in one of Aaron's newsletters) in which a psionic circuit broadcasts to a field of crops a psionic influence dedicated to eradicating pests without the use of pesticides.
And it need not be a powerful circuit. Patient use of a mild churning of the counter-space of aether is sufficient to do the job. Brute force is a desperate act of a paranoid tendency to fear the worst rather than hope for the best. A mere nudge in the right direction is enough; brute force is too much. Brute force is to linear motion what a mere nudge is to vortexial motion. Example: it takes a lot of force to move a freight train along its tracks, but it takes almost no effort for a skater to pull her arms inward to reduce her diameter and thus increase her speed of rotation while she spins.
Our detractors may never want to support us in their lifetime, but their withdrawal of their antagonism is a modest show of support.
Antagonists make clouds of deadly orgone surrounding themselves which they share with their "targets" by tagging their so-called adversaries with this deadly orgone. Ultimately, they'll be their own worst enemies in as much as karma dictates that: "All love, hate, etc, is directed towards the Self". So, it is both in our best interest, as well as in theirs, to do them this favor of setting their feet in a better direction -- and protect ourselves, as well!
Nature works in cycles for a very good reason: to require balance. What we choose to initiate is always countered with its opposite. Our initiation is but momentary; Nature's response will linger for eternity. A good example is the Nazi's rise to power. They worshiped their increase of power in the emblematic form of the swastika. The swastika's arms trail behind its direction of rotation. So, like the spiral arms of a galaxy or the tail of a comet, the swastika indicates a direction of spin which is analogous to the arms of a clock mechanism winding itself down in a clockwise direction. We then wind the clock mechanism back up in the opposite, counter-clockwise, direction. So, a swastika represents the yang phase of any cycle which increases power -- exemplified in the first "Karate Kid" movie with the expression: "Wax On!" The reversal of a swastika, namely a: sauwastika, represents the yin phase of any cycle of Nature which diminishes power -- "Wax Off!"
Or as the theory section of the "I Ching", "Book of Changes", puts it: whenever something reaches its extreme, it flips (inverts) into its opposite quality. So our job is to help evil flip. Otherwise, evil will lack complete fulfillment.
Monotheism has been a tragic joke in our western culture, because we have mistakenly applied it to the relative field of opposites. It doesn't belong, here, in the field of Maya. It's exclusive domain is to describe the Absolute field of pure existence beyond, transcendental, to the field of change. When we apply it to the field of change, then we mistakenly believe we can live our lives one way and no other -- never taking the opposite point of view into consideration.
Our psionic circuit must never be used in offense, for this is precisely where the Nazis made their mistake. It must only be used in defense lest we ultimately destroy ourselves. There is no escape from karma.
So, if we merely wait for an antagonist to appear on our personal horizon, and then only respond to complete the cycle of whirlwind which they have already initiated, then their karma will be fulfilled and their cycle of initiation will have become completed. But if we initiate any cycle of exploitation of our own -- out of egotism, greed, etc. -- then we stand to reap the eventual collapse of the very whirlwind which we have created. Fasting and silent prayer (not asking for anything, but putting ourselves at the feet of our chosen icon of devotion, as in the practice of yoga meditation) is a good antidote for whatever mistakes we initiate, ourselves.
---
http://ericpdollard.com/free-videos/transverse-longitudinal-electric-waves-and-teslas-longitudinal-electricity/#comment-2103771591
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Updated: Wednesday, 20 January, 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UyPGb1aApio&index=10&list=PLty-nUj7w26r5YhbWcThhvXLUGfuqDvJK
The link above is a YouTube video which describes a 2nd version of my ongoing experiments involving Trevor Constable's rainmaking cones.
We may add Chemtrail Dispersal to the list of actions which rainmaking has upon the environment. Atmospheric decongestion, such as the removal of smog, is another way to describe its benefits. This is not unlike acupuncture which seeks to remove blockages of energy which compete with the natural flow of energy in the body. Like that, the atmosphere can also be blocked, congested. So, before we can make it rain, we have to remove the blockages which disallow Nature to procede with her regularly scheduled program of seasonal rain and sunshine so that everything can come in its due course.
Simply put...
We pay attention to which direction we rotate any object, a ceiling fan in the above video, regarding where on Earth we are located plus what result we wish to achieve - relaxation or tension.
{ Not unlike the biocircuits of Leon Ernest Eeman posted at: http://vinyasi.info/texts/biocircuits/. Also, check out my videos at: http://tinyurl.com/biocircuit-youtube }
And if we add cone shapes to the rotating blades of a ceiling fan, then all the better!
There are only four conditions, based on two pairs of factors, that we need concern ourselves (Northern vs Southern Hemisphere and Land vs Ocean) to create relaxation in our immediate vicinity....
1.	Northern Hemisphere, over Land - Rotate counter-clockwise [when viewed from below]; clockwise [when viewed from above].
2.	Northern Hemisphere, over the Ocean - Rotate clockwise [when viewed from below]; counter-clockwise [when viewed from above].
3.	Southern Hemisphere, over Land - Rotate clockwise [when viewed from below]; counter-clockwise [when viewed from above].
4.	Southern Hemisphere, over the Ocean - Rotate counter-clockwise [when viewed from below]; clockwise [when viewed from above].

The Following Charts
Show the Coorespondence
Between my Spin Directions
and Weather Patterns
in the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres...
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As an aside, Mark Metcalf has quoted Cliff Carnicom as claiming that one of the purposes of chemtrails is to draw moist air upwards towards higher altitudes so that the lower altitudes can dry out leaving drought conditions when the chemtrail spraying ceases. Chemtrails can do this because the metallic components of chemtrails are hygroscopic, meaning: they accumulate moisture in an otherwise dry climate. If you've got 70% or less humidity, moisture will not normally form clouds. But if chemtrails are present, than you'll achieve accumulation of moisture in the area of the chemtrail mist along with cloud formation. This accumulation of moisture at a higher elevation will ultimately draw upwards whatever moisture is at the gound level leaving the air at ground level drier than before the chemtrail spraying started.
Ions and Humidity >> http://carnicominstitute.org/articles/ionstatus1.htm
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A Global Warming Model >> http://carnicominstitute.org/articles/gwmodel.htm
Chemtrails >>
http://web.archive.org/web/20040609100239/http://silverprotects.com/media/chemtrails.html
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